
 

Guillermou

Gates is a completely evil person who has dedicated a substantial portion of his life to making other

people's lives hell. He tells his fraudulent partners during the pandemic that they are going to do this

whole charade again. Mass murderers feel obligated to warn their victims about their intentions like

“Event 201” and the long list of military, academics, NGOs and philanthropists who contribute to the

numerous pandemic simulations in the US. Will never go back to the old normal The WHO has warned that

H5N1, a particular strain of the bird �u virus, remains a major pandemic threat. Former CDC Director

Robert Red�eld said I think the great pandemic will be a bird �u pandemic for man.

It will have a signi�cant mortality in the range of 10 to 50%. I consider Covid a minor pandemic, the great

pandemic is already coming. winepressnews.com/2023/05/19/former-cdc-director-robert-red�eld-says-..

 pandemic/ (2023).-- But what is behind these statements? Two main objectives of this new pandemic:

vaccines and stopping eating meat. Sen. Joni Ernst (R-Iowa) sent a letter to USDA Secretary Tom Vilsack

last week demanding information about his spending on "dangerous bird �u experiments," which she says

involve a "dangerous �u virus." highly pathogenic avian in�uenza.

One of the researchers who is part of the project through the Chinese Academy of Sciences is Wenjun Liu,

who, according to Ernst, is a�liated with a pathogen laboratory at the Wuhan Institute of Virology, where

the pandemic is believed to have originated. of COVID-19. These experiments were a violation of federal

policies related to gain-of-function research. 100percentfedup.com/usda-spends-1-million-taxpayer-

dollars-on-dangerou..  (2024).--
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Guillermou

This “next pandemic” will be used to get the masses to stop eating meat, initiating mass slaughter on

farms across Western nations; clamp down on small independent farmers who do not pasteurize milk,

for example; remove meat and dairy products from store shelves; and all kinds of taxes and

stipulations in its acquisition. South Africa has had to cull around 7.5 million chickens to contain

dozens of outbreaks caused by two different strains of avian in�uenza Dr. Lee Merritt explains to

Brannon Howse that the H5N1 bird �u outbreak is actually an attack on the food supply.

www.brighteon.com/ed555535-179e-4037-b895-a267b8cde4fa  www.msn.com/en-

us/news/other/south-africa-7-5-million-chickens-culled-..  ( 2024).--
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juststeve

Spot on Gui! Seems a very safe bet there will be attempts at another Planned Panic. A different article

in Legacy Media no less expressed the thought the lethal Japanese bug was very likely sourced by the

disastrous C-19 isolation dictates, as this removed people from their day-to-day exposure to the vast

amounts, types of microbes. Just as a body builder stresses the body to increase muscle mass, what

was once just normal life activities, social activities exposing us to a full menu of microbe life forms

most likely enhances, strengthens the Immune system. The �rst defense, the Innate, is kept up to date

with exposures to keep its memory fresh and alert to any necessary changes.

If changes are needed is then when the Adaptive Side of the Immune System kicks in. Long known

and once even expressed in Legacy Media, o�cial health authorities, those who constantly use anti-

bacterial soaps, sprays and whatnot are actually more susceptible to becoming sick. Also, as the

article points out Joel Salatin's observations as how to maintain a healthy farm with proper

management in smaller, diffused operations with a close eye on the healthiest animals, plants for that

matter have been tested by millennials of experience, Bill Gates need not apply, he is only there to

steal what the little guy knows, and squirrel it away under lock and key for himself.

Test ballons are being released in one state after another with schemes and Bull Spit narratives to

shut down proper, healthy, environmentally friendly farming methods. Much better direction than to

purposely produce Franken Viruses not existing in Nature with the excuse we will have a cure should

they actually occur. How about do not make them in the �rst place? Or when it has been expressed we

are unnecessary, useless do we really have to ask what is this really all about?
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stoneharbor

Thanks Gui for your leading quote from once CDC director Robert Red�eld. I notice that besides

warning of how bad the next plandemic will be, he emphasized several times that what we need is

"investment" in health and safety measures: Even advising that our politicians need a "budgetary

perspective measured in multiple aircraft carriers, not in the 5, 8,10 million dollar budget we spend on

public health on this nation." He was pushing for big-time expansion for the CDC budget. Really, I think

we can consider this "political speak", more than "science" talking.

But what else can we expect. Organizations feasting on disease and death and pretended "avoidance"

tactics are not ever going to suggest real, economical prevention measures. To them, the only

"avoidance" that is worth while is items like worthless injections that allow billing the Federal

government for billions of dollars annually and thus �eecing the taxpayers for the funds, no matter

that the net result is actually worse immunity in each individual who receives the highly valued shots.
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Guillermou

Thank you Just and stoneharbor, yes, very important targets destruction of life in all possible ways.

More pandemics are needed, more fear is needed for people already hypnotized by Covid-19

propaganda. What at �rst was just fear can become another pandemic that helps the Great Reset in

its diabolical program against humanity. The evil manipulators need to manufacture a new crisis to

sell the fake meat, previously slaughtering the cattle by vaccinating them to death. “What this means

is that we are really playing with that complete corporate takeover of protein production, where only a

licensed poultry producer, who has the latest P�zer avian �u vaccine, in all of their birds, can produce

chickens.” .

Atlas said Fauci was deliberately and habitually creating fear on purpose, stating that he felt he was

"immoral." Red�eld corroborated with Atlas regarding Fauci's scaremongering. Bill Gates, as early as

2008, was giving grants to a Wisconsin doctor, Dr. Yoshihiro Kawaoka, to examine 'mutations in avian

in�uenza viruses that could lead to a global pandemic.' �u outbreak. This same researcher later

published a study explaining that he mixed and combined those strains with the Spanish �u, creating

a very deadly disease. The following year, Gates provided exponentially more millions of dollars to this

research group.

All signs point to the fact that human bird �u was created in a laboratory funded by Fauci and Bill

Gates. Some of this research, in fact, has been carried out in biological laboratories in Ukraine with

funding from the Pentagon. winepressnews.com/2022/12/16/former-cdc-director-red�eld-warns-the-

gr..  mass-culling-scenario/ (12/16/2022) .-----------------en-volve.com/2022/05/20/gates-and-fauci-

caught-funding-gain-of-functio..  to-the-next-deadly-pandemic/ (2022)
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Guillermou

More pandemics are needed to enrich BigPharma and continue depopulation. The vaccine industry,

along with the powers that be, is currently planning for the next pandemic, which some argue is

already fully planned and waiting to be unleashed when the appointed time arrives. Some of the

largest vaccine corporations on the planet are reportedly preparing their new human avian �u H5N1

shots in preparation for what Dr. Paul Cottrell says will be the launch of some kind of chimeric

bioweapon composed of SARS, HIV and bird �u. Vaccine giants GlaxoSmithKline (GSK), Moderna and

CSL Seqirus recently told Reuters they have already started or are about to start testing the new shots,

which are designed to address a hypothetical "mutated" version of H5N1 that is transmitted to the

humans.

Sano�, another pharmaceutical competitor, says it already has H5N1 vaccines in stock and that they

are "ready," meaning they are ready to be released at any time once the government is ready to

announce the upcoming Pandemic 2.0. Moderna has indicated that its H5N1 shots will be made using

the same messenger RNA (mRNA) technology found in its Covid shots, meaning even more spike

proteins inside people's bodies. www.theepochtimes.com/health/vaccine-companies-say-they-stand-

ready-fo..  (03/21/2023)
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Guillermou

It is important to note that there is still no evidence to suggest that bird �u, also known as H5N1,

poses a pandemic threat to humans. The government has simply decided that a "positive" PCR test

from a single bird justi�es the culling of all nearby birds, leading to further shortages of eggs and

chicken meat. Those PCR tests are the same fraudulent ones that were administered to humans

during the Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19) "scam": tests that, according to their original creator, were

never intended to detect viruses. According to the latest reports, Kristin Peck, CEO of Zoetis, a

subsidiary of P�zer, is pressuring the Biden regime to mass-inject all birds across the country with her

company's experimental bird �u vaccines.

Once this is achieved, she says, chicken meat and eggs will once again be plentiful, just in time for

fake President Joe Biden's "re-election" in 2024. "For President Biden," the sympathetic New York

Times reported, "there are also political considerations at play. Egg prices, which skyrocketed in 2022,

were 70 percent higher in January than a year earlier. Those highs prices have given Republicans

another chance to attack Mr. Biden over in�ation just as he prepares to run for re-election in 2024.

www.thegatewaypundit.com/2023/03/update-blackrock-board-member-and-for..  an-offshoot-of-

p�zer/ (2023)
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BabaJaiy

"The WHO has warned that H5N1, a particular strain of the bird �u virus, " They can warn as much as

they want but it doesn't matter because there is no such thing as a virus that causes disease/illness.

So called COVID 'plandemic' was an example of this. No one during that time ever fell ill because of a

so called Covid-19 'virus'. There is no science that supports such a notion. One doesn't even have to

look at the science that claims other wise. "I consider Covid a minor pandemic," There was no

pandemic at all, not even 'minor'.

If one looks at deaths due to all causes for the year 2020(In Canada through Stats Can), adjusted for

population size; There was only 0.003% increase from 2018 (an arbitrarily picked year, but similar

results for any other choses). However, the years 2022 and 2023 had a higher percentage of deaths

due to all causes than the years 2020 and 2021 - Yet there was no 'declaration' of a health emergency

for 2022/23. As a side not on the 0.003% - Such a percentage is actually less of a difference then

typical variations that happen year to year.

The same/similar results can be found in other countries. Some people say well that's because of the

measures put in place. Yet for the months leading up to the initial measures like lockdowns - there is

Zero uprising trend compared to the same periods of time in previous years. In other words there was

no actual indicators that something was amiss and that people were becoming sick. That's why the

narrative of Wuhan is also a myth the same as the myth of 'viruses' that cause disease/illness.
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Guillermou

Hi BabaJaiy. This is reality: BOMBSHELL: OFFICIAL DATA FROM GERMANY’S MINISTRY OF HEALTH

CONFIRMS THE DEVASTATING IMPACTS OF THE COVID LOCKDOWNS, “MORE HARM THAN COVID-

19” The German Government's Report Con�rms the legitimacy and validity of the numerous

independent scienti�c reports on the alleged pandemic, which have been the object of censorship

www.globalresearch.ca/lockdowns-could-cause-more-harm-than-covid-19-no..  released-documents-

show/5853927 (03/24/2924) From the remarkable cartoonist Anne Gibbons, another nonthreatening

graphic to spell out what the WHO proposes doing, for all to grasp in pictures

merylnass.substack.com/p/citizens-alert-cartoon?utm_source=post-email-..  (04/05/2024).--- The

“Plandemic” director said in a previous interview that he met virologist Dr. Judy Mikovits about a year

and a half before the COVID-19 pandemic occurred.

He had been working on a different �lm at the time, one that sought to pull back the curtain on the

mainstream media and how he has been in�ltrated by different narratives. While working on that �lm,

Willis recalled warnings of a "false �ag attack" issued by some of the people she interviewed.

“'Plandemic 2: Adoctornation' came with patents and con�icts of interest and all the things that all the

fact checkers wanted to avoid,” she told Bigtree. Willis said they exposed Bill Gates and the Centers

for Disease Control and Prevention and all the things that people needed to understand, that these

agencies that think they're there to govern your health and wellness are actually doing the opposite.

newscontinue.com/the-plandemic-and-the-great-awakening
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imerrick

I've been a pharmacist for over 4 decades. My opinion of the FDA at this time is "in it's lack of in�nite

wisdom". So I suspect the USDA is no better. For those of you who don't know this interesting fact--in

about 2008 when SARS showed up the researchers on the mRNA vaccine for it was tested in ferrets.

The ferrets who were vaccinated had a much higher mortality rate than those who weren't vaccinated.

The verdict of the researchers was that this vaccine was too toxic to use in humans. What happened?

Fortunes made by Big Pharma?
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zrog2000

Why do you believe the liars about the existence of a new virus?
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Guillermou

Yes, imerrick DR. MCCULOUGH TESTIGO LA VERDAD SOBRE EL COVID-19, LAS VACUNAS DE ARNM Y

LA OMS ANTE EL PARLAMENTO EUROPEO Es hora de retirarse de la Organizacin Mundial de la Salud.

El Dr. McCullough explica por qu El estimado cardilogo Dr. Peter McCullough desat una serie de

bombas de verdad durante su presentacin ante el Parlamento Europeo el 13 de septiembre de 2023,

en una sesin centrada espec�camente en la Organizacin Mundial de la Salud y la gestin global de la

pandemia de COVID-19. Aqu hay cinco conclusiones clave de la presentacin del Dr. McCullough:

vigilantfox.substack.com/p/dr-mccullough-testi�es-the-truth?utm_sourc..  (19/09/ 2023)
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Guillermou

Hi zrog2000. Dr. Mercola has written many reports on the C.19 virus and the Whuan lab. Now about

the Avian �u: Russia claims that avian �u pathogens with a 40% case fatality rate in humans are being

cooked up in a US-run biolab in Ukraine. Documents seized in a veterinary laboratory of the Biosphere

Reserve in Askania Nova, Kherson region of Ukraine, "con�rm the participation of the Kharkov

Institute of Veterinary Medicine in the work of the UP-8 and P-444 projects and in the preparations for

the �ght against �u and �y. Project Way," the Russian Embassy in the United States tweeted; see

images below of those documents: The Russian Foreign Ministry also tweeted about the discovery,

which reveals evidence of dangerous pathogen research being carried out in Ukraine at the behest of

the US government, which is planting laboratories BSL-4 biologics worldwide for the purpose of

developing biologics. weapons to commit crimes against humanity. The Ukrainian government

attempted to bribe biolab workers to destroy all evidence of bioweapons research.

www.thegatewaypundit.com/2023/05/russia-claims-they-collected-evidence..  (2023).--
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gardenmad

Looks like they are trying to push another pandemic on us. Yes, lets cull all the domestic animals in case

they are spreading the dreaded bird �u. Then they can feed us pretend meat and other junk and insects. It

never seems to stop, one pandemic after another, ratcheting up the fear porn. I see that the media piece

thinks that long covid is causing all these immune issues that are popping up, like shingles, neurological

problems, heart problems, strokes etc. No mention of the fact that this could all be caused by the vaccine

itself. So they are going to try and attribute the excess deaths and other health issues since 2021 to covid

and long covid, but apparently vaccines have no part to play in all this. Are they just ignorant or completely

taken in by their own corrupt propaganda?
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goldenreynolds

I wonder if this novel new bird �u will prove to be more deadly for those who have been fooled into

getting the experimental shots?
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stoneharbor

Vitamin D is a great suggestion for protection from many things. Getting it from sunlight can provide a

high dose rather quickly. Remember that taking vitamin D3 through your digestive system requires it to be

delivered to circulation through your lymph system as it is a long chain fat that does not absorb and get

delivery through the portal vein to the liver. It must be put on a chylomicron for transport through the

lymph system, and after about 4 days it is delivered into the blood circulation in the subclavian vein that

takes it to the liver, to �nally be converted to the circulating form of the D vitamin, 25(OH)D3 or Calcifediol.

Meanwhile, you could be getting 4 days of sunlight on your skin which delivers the same D3 within 1 day

to the liver.

Further, fresh air that you breathe outdoors is bathed daily by the sun with UV radiation that ruptures the

fragile membrane around all viruses. UV radiation from the sun kills almost every virus known, so just

being outside is a key to safety from all viruses. www.bbc.com/.../explainers-55680305  A Chinese

contact tracing study in 2020 revealed that in almost every case the contact made that delivered that

COVID virus from one person to another was made in a household, not outside. Being indoors and worse,

indoors with lots of other individuals is what compounds the viral load.

www.nature.com/.../s41467-021-21710-6  So notice the bird and mammal cases are showing bird �u to

be contracted usually inside buildings. Many house cats spend most of their time indoors. Dairy cattle are

indoors a lot in close proximity to other animals, and obviously chicken ranches keep the chickens out of

direct sunlight almost constantly. So an important method of avoiding all viruses is to spend time

outdoors, breathing fresh air. The more fresh air you breathe the less chance you have to breathe air in a

congested space where there's poor air circulation and no UV destruction of viral membranes.
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juststeve

Great observations and additions!
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Guillermou

Important remedies for major threats. The food crisis is a great threat to the population. This new

pandemic boosts food in�ation. Cal-Maine Foods, Inc., the largest producer of fresh eggs in the U.S.,

said it had temporarily halted production at a Texas plant after bird �u was found in chickens. Avian

�u was also detected at the company's poultry facility in Michigan. In a statement, Mississippi-based

Cal-Maine Foods said an estimated 1.6 million laying hens and 337,000 pullets, or about 3.6 percent

of its total �ock, were destroyed after it was found. avian in�uenza (also known as bird �u) at facilities

in Parmer County, Texas. Cal-Maine Foods says there is no known risk of bird �u associated with eggs

According to the company statement, Cal-Maine Foods is cooperating with federal, state and local

government o�cials and focused industry groups to "mitigate the risk of future outbreaks and

effectively manage the response." The company also said it is working to "secure production from

other facilities to minimize disruptions to its customers." Additionally, Cal-Maine Foods has stated that

there is no known risk of bird �u associated with eggs currently on the market.

The company also did not remove any eggs. According to the US Department of Agriculture, eggs that

are properly handled and cooked are safe to eat. www.cbsnews.com/news/fresh-egg-producer-us-

bird-�u-chickens-texas-mic..  (2024).--
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stoneharbor

Yes, Gui, the troops are out to seriously raise our cost of chicken meat and eggs. These foods may be

slated for serious restriction to only the elite classes of consumers. But, as suggested elsewhere, the

Joel Salatin "mobile cage" method for farming pasture raised chicken should totally avoid all threat of

a virus invading a �ock. I'd go with this the next time I keep chickens and would recommend all of us

to look for a local egg producer that uses some outdoor method focused on pasture feeding:

www.youtube.com/watch
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Guillermou

Also. This review brings together updated information on effective herbal plants to strengthen the

future. Research on the treatment of in�uenza in chickens. It was observed that most plant extracts

exhibit their action by interacting with the viral hemagglutinin or neuraminidase and inhibit viral entry

or release from the host cell. Some plants also interacted with viral RNA replication or reducing

proin�ammatory cytokines. Among all the plants Theobroma cacao, Capparis Sinaica Veil,

Androgarphis paniculata, Thallasodendron cillatum, Sinularia candidula, Larcifomes o�cinalis,

Lenzites betulina, Datronia molis, Trametes gibbose exhibited their activity at the lowest

concentration (below 10 g/ ml).

The docking results showed that some natural compounds (5,7-dimethoxy�avone, Aloe Emodin,

anthocyanins, quercetin, hemantamine, lyocrine and terpenoid showed satisfactory binding a�nity

and binding speci�city with viral neuraminidase compared to synthetic drugs . Conclusion: A

SYSTEMIC REVIEW ON MEDICINAL PLANTS AND THEIR BIOACTIVE CONSTITUENTS AGAINST AVIAN

INFLUENZA AND FURTHER CONFIRMATION THROUGH IN-SILICO ANALYSIS www.cell.com/.../S2405-

8440 (23)01593-1.pdf (2023).
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juststeve

And much like the last time, actually a continuation ramped up, this attack on farmers, but especially

the small locally producing farmers are being the hardest hit. The excuses often used are negatives

produce by industrial scaled productions, yet those who can clean up their mess are being "punished"

for the Factory Farm refuse. More troubling, it is a continuation on a Global Scale.
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Middlekens

Sometimes I think governments want people to stay afraid of things such as the bird �u and COVID so the

attention is drawn away from what the government is actually doing . . .
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kayceecat

They are
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MPeary1947

Here's a thought...how about replacing FEAR with FAITH?
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Krofter

Good thought MPeary. And we can reinforce that faith with some critical thinking. For instance, I

followed a number of the citations in this article and none showed any proof for the existence of bird

�u virus, let alone any proof that it's transmissible to humans. In fact, there is no recorded case of bird

�u being spread to humans. drsambailey.substack.com/p/viruses-dont-exist-and-why-it-matters?

utm_s..  One of the links I followed said authorities "believe it came from birds". No proof. All this hype

is based on supposition, not science. We are told to believe fear mongering authorities. Covidcon

provides the perfect example. We were told it came from bats. Then we were told it came from

pangolians. Now we know that it came from neither.

And just how was the testing done the purports to support the evidence that bird �u exists and is

being spread? PCR? Kary Mullis PhD, who won the Nobel prize in chemistry in 1993 for inventing the

PCR test, said it should never be used to test for viral infection because it was not invented for that -

that it would show far too many false positives. But that's what they want. They want false positives to

induce fear. That's exactly how the PCR test was used during covidcon. We don't know about testing

because the article nor any of the links I looked at said anything about how he testing was done. So

yes, my faith is strong because I've done the research and know were being bamboozled. God gave us

brains for good reasons.

 Posted On 04/09/2024
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mihail

How did animals and people test positive? With a PCR test? banned.video/watch

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

srg03462

Great question. They told you they tested positive so it must be true. (Insert eye roll)

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

zrog2000

They also told you that the new variant exists so it must be true. All they have to do is say it does,

make up fake tests and kill millions of chickens for people to believe all of it.

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

drj8092

I, and literally hundreds of friends and family, used Colloidal silver @ 30ppm nebulized during COVID. My

neighbors 100 year old sickly mother was symptom free in 1 day from very bad. Just a share but thoughts

and constructive dialog on it would be appreciate.

 Posted On 04/09/2024
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Rosebud10000

Excellent advice. I am convinced they have tampered with many animal viruses over the decades. I have

many questions such as what happened to the songbirds in UK? The past two years I saw hardly any birds

like robins and blackbirds. I am close to them, so unlike the vast majority who are sleepwalking, I miss

them dreadfully when they are not around. People I spoke to were oblivious, but one chap did say that now

that I mentioned it, pigeons had fallen out of the sky in 2022. Now this could be as a result of multiple

factors. As a veterinarian I notice and increasingly question things I previously just accepted. Such as

from where where did FIP (feline infectious peritonitis) ( a corona virus) actually appear? These people

truly are playing God.

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

Stephen12

I'm also in the UK. I wonder if the lack of small birds is due to the fact that there's very few �ying

insects around for them to eat. A few years ago during the summer the front of your car would be

covered in squashed insects now there's hardly any.

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

willos

I noticed that too. I moved back after 4 years and while it's been a cold Spring, I'm not seeing or

hearing the birds I usually did here, and the trees are �ourishing. I didn't stop to make any connection

to this... I was blaming the new noisier elements added to the area in the back of my mind.

 Posted On 04/09/2024
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DebbyW

We have fewer birds in the US too. I'm always happy when I can hear them sing. I'm sure

geoengineering plays a big role in killing them as well as insects, and making us sick. We all lose

when the "elites" try to play God. It seems like there's not enough we can do to stop them.

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

NewlandsWanderer

A few years ago when the sparrow population in England nearly died out, (only six were recorded in St

James Park in London) my wife and I visited two places where there was no mobile phone signal.

Dartington and Hawkshead. In both places there were hundreds of happy sparrows. I wrote to the

British Trust for Ornithology at the time and suggested a particular mobile signal might be making the

sparrow species sterile. Apparently every organ has its own frequency and an alien signal might

interfere with normal functioning. They rejected my idea, and since then sparrows have thankfully

made a comeback.

But nowadays the host of signals are passing through our bodies and bird/animal bodies could have a

deleterious effect on internal organs and lead to injury or sterility. And of course birds are incredibly

sensitive creatures. I always wonder if they "think" in song, as we think in words. An interesting quote

from P.D. Ouspensky is that "Birds don't sing to procreate. They procreate to sing. " They certainly

bring something harmonic and ethereal into the world. Unlike the Gates Foundation.

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

bee70578

I'm wondering, given the human skin penetration of 5G, whether small creatures and insects are being

adversely affected as the mindless roll-out continues. We know that already, people near the masts

are moving away to other areas if not building Faraday cages in their homes. It only needs one part of

the food chain to be damaged to cause untold problems in nature.

 Posted On 04/09/2024
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bee70578

Hi Rosebud: I've been looking out for a couple of local pigeon �ocks and city herring gulls on the UK

SW coast after rescuing a few over the years, with the support of local vetinary centre staff. (who no

longer do so due to a transmission threat to domestic pets) Aside from a weird neurological disorder

in 5 gulls 3 years ago (they could not peck accurately enough to feed, and one I fed by hand survived, I

couldn't help the others) I've not noticed any illness issue with my current �ocks. I had about 20

�edgling gulls and a dozen mildly injured pigeons in the house/yard since 2016 and all are ok except

for some attrition from careless roadkills.

I go to a nearby park mornings to give out some �sh or meat, and seed as an alternative to the bread

that people insist on putting down. Most birds are great characters, very smart and treat me with

some care (especially parents of rescued �edglings) knowing they don't have to struggle for a bite of

something. Two of the gulls recently drove off a greater black-backed gull that tried to grab a pigeon

recently so they are more or less one group. I assume all of this will go out of the window when the

bird �u scare kicks in. People have already physically attacked me (nothing serious) for 'feeding

vermin.' I've not had much attention to spare for smaller birds but haven't seen �nches or sparrows

around for quite a while.

Our local city council has not helped nature by cutting down more than 100 wonderful mature trees (in

the middle of the night) that formed a popular narrow parkland right across our city centre, in

pursuance, I believe, of a destructive 'smart city' project that includes tiny trees, (to facilitate 5G?)

dozens of surveillance cam poles, and very extreme lighting at night. God knows what funding and

incentives have been applied behind the scenes but our future's bright and pretty damn unpleasant.

So, another pandemic approaching...

 Posted On 04/09/2024
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jbl2621

It could be the jet streams that are spewing millions of lbs. of poisons at us and the animals that

share this world with us. Also, I read that mRNA jabs will be used to keep livestock and companion

animals healthy????? I think it was Robert Malone who wrote about this. THey may also be using

mRNA technology on chickens turkeys, etc. How can we trust our food sources? Someone has to take

care of theses murderers once and for all or we will be living in fear until we are all annihilated. Why is

there not a worldwide organization established to STOP these murderers and charge them or better

still annihilate them.  Are we going to wait until all of mankind is annihilated by these lunatics.  I can't

believe we are just sitting back waiting for the next PLANDEMIC and not doing anything to stop these

murderers. Get rid of all of them.....NOW. We can't wait any longer.

 Posted On 04/10/2024

 

rplende

How can anyone know that there will be a Bird Flu Pandemic? How can anyone know that it will be 100

times greater than Covid 19? There is only one way, and that is by being involved in a conspiratorial act to

create and release it. Nobody and I mean nobody has a crystal ball up their wazoo by which they could

know these speci�cs. But being a 100 times worse than Covid 19 means nothing in terms of ailment, as

many of us know, the whole thing was a fraud. The bullshit from the Media, Government and the Big

Pharma bought and paid for CDC and the Medical Establishment will be 100 times greater.

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

zrog2000

They don't have to create anything but fear.

 Posted On 04/09/2024
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jbl2621

what blows my mind is why isn't there an organization formed to stop these people? Lock up the

Wuhan lab.....gain-of-function research and development is illegal. Put them all behind bars and throw

out the keys. SOmething critical had to be done in these most critical times. And here the WHO wants

to control all our medical decisions from now on.  THey did a piss poor job of handling COVID and they

want us to trust them for the next PLANDEMIC. I say close ALL every single three letter organization

out there. KILL THE WEF, WHO, CDC FDA......all of them....and close all gain-of-function labs world

wide. No more plandemics would be released then. And put all the lunitics in jail and throw away the

keys. Once and for all lets get rid of them all. THey have to be made accountable for the destruction of

mankind.

 Posted On 04/10/2024

 

DebbyW

"Mink farms across Europe were decimated that same year." - Did the minks die of H5N1 or did the

government force their slaughter after a couple of deaths?

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

Catryna

Bird �u is a hoax. You would think after 10+ years of this nonsense, people would know better than to

believe this horse ***. Enough is enough, people need to stand up against those who would destroy their

animals and their business.

 Posted On 04/09/2024
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Saffy123

I agree with you. "Enough is enough"!!! And yes, we all need to stand up against it & do whatever we

can to stop it.

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

bee70578

A year or so ago BBC showed a lot of dead sea birds �oating off a remote island in Scotland, then

described as bird �u. many of us thought that it looked like a poisoning effort since the area was so

remote. Who to trust these day?

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

artist.jill

Dr. Meryl Nass has two new posts today regarding stopping the WHO: "More lies being spread about the

WHO treaties by elected US o�cials to their constituents"  merylnass.substack.com/p/more-lies-being-

spread-about-the?publication_..  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ "Here is how we stop the WHO in the United States. Step 1: A

HEARING to educate the Congress. Step 2 (the states) tomorrow"  merylnass.substack.com/p/here-is-

how-we-stop-the-who-in-the?publicatio..  ~ ~ ~ Please share. Blessings & strength to all here!!
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JGW1950

Dr. Zelenko's protocol �xed us right up when we all had Covid: (vitamin D, vitamin C, Zinc, and quercetin).

Because of how it works, it is effective on many viruses. We also followed his advice to live without fear.

Fortunately, we all got it at the same time, so we took the opportunity to be together as a family. It was one

of the nicest family times that I remember. I understand what Dr. Mercola says about Covid being a

rehearsal and an experiment to see how obedient the population will be. Personally, I think it back�red.

Whenever I bring up the subject of another lockdown, I and the person I'm speaking with shake our heads

and say, "Never again." Sorry, but we're not going to stay home and live in fear...especially since the last

lockdown did tremendous damage for little in return.

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

Catryna

JGW1950 I take those four along with others as standard practice and that was long before the COVID

CHARADE. The last time I was sick was in 2012, and lasted only a day or two. But, I have been

poisoned numerous times by the outgassing of those I'm around who are on pharmaceuticals or

recently vaccinated. That occurred several times when people were receiving these clot shots and the

boosters. It has been one hell of a ride. I was one who did not remain home and if I was asked to wear

a mask, I wore what is called an "unmask" or walked away. In one instance I was confronted by the

medical establishment because they did not like the mask I was wearing and wanted me to wear their

blue �uoride mask, I immediately told them to cancel my appointment as well as the future one and

walked away. I later changed my doctor and all associated with him.

 Posted On 04/10/2024
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jdhunt1288

Don’t kid yourselves, there is very little bird �u. Birds are dying from exposure to cell tower radiation and

microwave radiation including the roll out of 5G. It happens quickly and the symptoms are similar to what

we call respiratory issues. It happens to humans as well. Large dairy farms are known to experience the

impact of dirty electricity in the milking barns and coming from electricity propagated through the ground.

See books by Firstenberg and also Sam Milham MD.

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

Ronald_H

I see a societal change. People not only extrapolate from ignorance, but also extrapolate from the

extrapolations of others as ampli�ed by mainstream media with anything sensible censored by social

media. Then the people extrapolate further to be picked up again and ampli�ed by mainstream media in a

feedback loop of fear. Case in point, when I was a child, we had fun with a lampshade off casting giant

shadows of monsters against the wall by using our hands. But, even children knew it was fake monsters

and just for play. When I grew up, I would entertain myself by having cats chase a laser dot. But now, to my

surprise, full grown adults, by hundreds of thousands, are paying double or more for hotel rooms, etcetera

and airline travel to chase after a few minutes of a shadow! (Eclipse mania!)

RonaldHLevine4548@yahoo.com
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njnelson828gmail.com

I worked on a farm until just recently - we produced our own beef, pork, chicken and eggs. All the animals

were pastured. While we were very careful during various bird �u scares (farmers that raised chickens

stopped visiting each others' properties in case they might spread something), no one had chickens die of

bird �u. Just lucky? These were all independent farmers with pastured �ocks. One told me that the most

common vectors for spreading bird �u were not wild birds, but �ies, and the �eas and mites that lived on

mice and rats. So all the talk about bird �u vaccines for chickens is really about enabling corporate

agriculture to continue business as usual without cleaning up its act.

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

zrog2000

As is the case 100% of the time, viruses are the cover story for death due to terrible living conditions.
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rrealrose

Somehow I missed the Great Bird Flu Hoax book. Instead started following reports of a recent highly

pathogenic bird �u that traveled worldwide known as H7N9, and recently ended in 2022 in the US: "The

bird �u outbreak is the deadliest in U.S. history. Here's what we know : NPR" - -

www.npr.org/2022/12/02/1140076426/what-we-know-about-the-deadliest-u-s..  - - This seems to have

missed recognition of most people, as it coincided with the covid era. However, emergency response ran

an exercise for 8-months in 2019, called Crimson Contagion. VP at the time Mike Pence called this an

exercise run in real time.

What some may remember during the 2019-2022 timeframe is a lot of US chicken houses along the east

coast and mid-west, burned down, the price of eggs skyrocketed, and chicken became scarce for a time.

From 2020 and 2023 reports, the Chinese �rst detected this virus in 2013, and experienced (9) nine!!

waves across various parts of the country, until �nally ending in 2021. Nearly everything they tried,

including vaxxing their chickens, failed to halt the spread. And in 2019, they also experienced a deadly

swine �u.

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

rrealrose

One quick history was written by Alexis Baden-Meyer from Organic Consumers Assocn in September,

2023, outlining the timeline of Dr Kawaoka's work at the Univ of Wisconsin, "tinkering" with different

virus since 1990, with funding support from Dr Fauci and The Gates Foundation: "Yoshihiro Kawaoka:

Weaponizing Bird Flu Since 1990, Funded By Fauci & Gates" - - organicconsumers.org/yoshihiro-

kawaoka-weaponizing-bird-�u-since-1990..  - - One project Dr Kawaoka worked on was so dangerous,

it prompted 300 scientists to write to President Obama.This led to "the pause" in GoF research. With

so many projects to choose from, it seems Dr Fauci only "paused" a number of projects not already

funded and underway. And yes, The Gates Foundation has been backing this animal to human

pathogen work from the beginning. H5N1 may be a false alarm for humans.
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meehan2661

As we all know for those fully awake, we can’t believe anything coming out. I feel saddened watching this

unfold for my children and grandchildren. The peroxide solution has helped a few times when our Doc

recommended it a few years back. Another tool in the toolbox. For those more technical I wanted to put

this out there. I’m about to convert my pool disenfectant from chlorine to 35% food grade. I have had a few

extra gallons in storage so I reached out to the manufacturer about losing strength over time. Reply was

35% will lose approximately 6% strength per year. Just saying.

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

stoneharbor

Good to hear. I don't have a pool, but I certainly would rather swim in properly diluted peroxide than

chlorine. It seems the much slower degradation or evaporation of peroxide could be a nice savings in

maintenance effort and product costs. Does improper mixture of the peroxide cause similar irritation

symptoms to those caused by excess chlorine? It seems care is still needed to keep the dilution

proper: www.housedigest.com/1446230/using-hydrogen-peroxide-to-clean-pool/

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

kno1762

You can use colloidal silver as well in a pool

 Posted On 04/09/2024
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meehan2661

Thanks Stone harbor--since my wife skin cancer we are really trying to be proactive on anything that

maybe toxic. There are a ton of uses for it. I am going to use it without the UV light--depending on the

SWFL sun to replace it. I have a structural unit on my pool jet which should help. I see the damage

chlorine can do �rst hand--commercial pool operator for many years as part of my duties. Lots of info

on hydrogen peroxide here. https://www.dfwx.com/pool.htm

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

FloridaGirl321

So have nefarious ppl, tweaked this virus? Another Bio-weapon perhaps? That will take out our food

source as well as spread fear of humans getting it?

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

gardenmad

I think that is their agenda isn't it. Apparently farming animals and food is bad for the planet. Seems

they think all carbon is bad. I wonder if that includes themselves? I say this planet, or should I say the

people on it are proving to be completely insane. Welcome to clown world.
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zrog2000

Why jump right to this point instead of questioning all of it? These chickens are barely living on top of

each other in 100,000 chickens' worth of urine and feces. You think it has to be a virus killing them? Or

could it be the living conditions? Where is the $cience proving any of this? How much is big pharma

going to make off the coming vaccines? Of course it's in their �nancial interests to state there is a new

variant. So why believe the liars? Why ever believe the liars about anything? Why ever believe the liars

about anything when they stand to make many billion dollars based on the lie?

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

sue2613

It's scary to think that 1.6 million egg laying hens were killed. It's sad that they had to be killed, but it's even

scarier to think they were only 3.6% of the total �ock of this speci�c company. I can't imagine where they

would keep their �ocks and the conditions in which they are raised. It seems that governments all over the

world are now thinking about weaponizing �u. However, it will not stay in one area as we saw with covid.

It's even more ironic to think that some of the 3rd world countries will survive, more so than industrialized

countries, since they can't afford vaccines.

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

papaonly

These "pandemics" are complete fabrications of the evil "masters" who want to completely control us,

hyped by the controlled media. Don't fall for it.

 Posted On 04/09/2024
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bee70578

I can hardly �nd words to describe our cowed news UK/US media who have let their public down so

appallingly when a little bit of public warning could have saved thousands of lives. I curse our BBC

News every day when I hear the distractive BS they put out in the face of so much illness and injury.

Messages to BBC News 24 regarding jab safety were routinely returned as 'undeliverable.'

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

BabaJaiy

"While we don't know for sure, as no studies have been done, it is highly likely that many of the same

protocols used in early outpatient treatment of COVID will also work for bird �u, since they are both viral

respiratory pathogens."  Yet there is no scienti�c studies that has ever actually demonstrated such a thing

as a 'virus' that causes disease/illness etc. It's simply a myth.

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

HilltopJPJ

If the plan is indeed to spring avian �u upon us as the next “panicdemic”, it is obvious that they’re stepping

up the fear, panic, obey paradigm. This time they will also be attacking the food supply (which they’ve

already been experimenting with, ie; mysterious �res) which will ramp up the panic and control

mechanism. A few years back (before covid) the main university in our state (which is also completely

intertwined with almost the entire hospital system here) was sending me surveys via email. How I got on

their list I don’t know, but the survey was to purportedly “learn” more about backyard chicken �ocks.

The red �ags (for me) were immediately raised and I deleted every email inquiry I received (and there were

several). I’m sure that they actually wanted to build a database of every little homestead chicken �ock in

the event they needed to be “culled”. If they launch a bird �u “plandemic” the MSM will have everyone

trained to rat on their neighbors who keep chickens or perhaps other farm animals, thus effectively

shutting down the ability of the more prepared among the populace to withstand the attack of the cabal

upon the serfs. Kind of a disturbing prospect to say the least.
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RJC2001

It looks like Sir Fauci found a good source of retirement income! "Weaponized bird �u, coming to a

neighborhood near you!

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

brodiebrock12

Oh he was assured of a generous "we the people" funded pension already for what he has been

complicit in doing. WE get to pay him until he dies. American justice at it's �nest...

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

moxa1man

Two highly successful therapies for combating ANY viral infection are H2O2 as Dr. Mercola describes and

CDS chlorine dioxide solution. They both destroy pathogens thru OXIDATION. So simple, so effective and

so cheap. NASA has labeled CDS the Universal Antidote for a reason.
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helpothers

This is great news. I've been reading all the fearmongering and my question never answered was - how do

you prevent it in the �rst place? Much like covid - no way to treat! destroy your �ock etc. So how to keep

your �ock healthy. No one is talking about that. Anyone that tries to get me to do something out of fear is

ignored. I'd read about using H2O2 for keeping chickens healthy so glad this article came along. Not super

religious but put this on my car during covid: 2Timothy 1:7  For God hath not given us the spirit of fear; but

of power, and of love, and of a sound mind. I �gure anyone trying to manipulate us with fear is working for

"you know who".

 Posted On 04/12/2024

 

pattope

It seems to me that the bird �u will just be an excuse to label people who have been jabbed, which now

have resultant lowered immune systems, as having an illness secondary to bird �u, rather than the result

of an inoperative or lowered immune system.   In other words, people that have already been jabbed will

have lowered immune systems and will be dying of many different opportunistic pathogens. Bird �u will

be a good excuse to jab more ignorant people, causing even more deaths.

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

Dia1062

The chart showing how to dilute peroxide is missing the quantities needed for saline solution

 Posted On 04/09/2024
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djlopo

Historical concerns about the lethality of bird �u to humans have consistently proven unfounded, with no

recorded deaths in the U.S. from such outbreaks, despite signi�cant government spending and public

warnings in the past.’ —-this is because our own cell-created viruses and their variants are not contagious

to others since your own RNA/DNA is not compatible with others’ RNA/DNA, and in the same fashion NOT

compatible with animal RNA/DNA! Fear not!

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

brodiebrock12

April 9th 2024 and not ONE of these criminals who bring this wrath to society previously and in planning

now have remotely been held to account. They are simply "allowed" to continue unabated. Its astonishing

really as people seem to be surprised this all continues. Its just "allowed" too. ZERO accountability

anywhere to be seen. Truly way past deafening redundancy

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

bchristine

brodie: You may be interested in this script from Dr. Geert Vanden Bossche: vigilantfox.news/p/dr-

geert-vanden-bossche-issues-bone?r=yv78r&utm..

 Posted On 04/09/2024
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jamNjim

Than You Dr. Mercola for reposting and updating your recipe for nebulizing H2O2! Remember, the great

state of TN made Ivermectin available OTC! You just have to ask for it at the pharmacist counter:

www.thedesertreview.com/news/ivermectin-available-over-the-counter-in-..   "NASHVILLE, TN  Governor

Bill Lee has signed SB 2188 that allows Ivermectin, an award-winning antiviral drug, to be available for the

treatment of COVID-19 without a prescription in Tennessee. The state’s Senate overwhelmingly voted 66-

20, and the House voted 22-6 in favor of the bill." However, since then I have found it on Amazon and I

purchased it through disbelief: www.amazon.com/Energysk-Intestinal-Bots-12mg-Supports-

Response/dp/B0CX..  My guess is that some Pharmacist in TN is selling this on Amazon.

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

billstri

This Ivermectin is horribly expensive and horribly overpriced. It is very cheap to make and everyone

should stock it in their medicine cabinet like they do aspirin and everyone should know how and when

to use it like they do for aspirin. I have heard it is readily available in poor countries that can't afford

US made vaccines. I believe in the US, vaccines and prescription drugs are the only o�cial ways to

boost a person's immune system. Anything else is ignored, except to wash your hands constantly with

harsh soaps and constantly treat the skin with anti-biotic chemicals.

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

VickyD.

Please, Dr. Mercola: include in your valuable H2O2 recommendations the proven fact that people with

Down Syndrome should NOT inhale it. It will harm them.

 Posted On 04/15/2024
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zumbacjg

I guess I get the thrill being a virologist and experimenting to see if you can outdo your competition by

creating the most deadly (to humans) pathogen. It’s like little boys playing war to see who can destroy the

most toy soldiers. Except these little boys (and girls with Dr. Shi Zhengli) are paid big bucks for their GOF

research. Let’s see who’s playing in the GOF sandbox: Dr. Ralph Baric, Dr. Shi, Anthony Fauci, Peter Drusak,

Dr. Kawaoka and Dr. Fouchier. Others? My recommendation is to build a giant geodome & sponsor a prize

to whoever engineers the deadliest pathogen inside the well-equipped geodome.

Then lock the doors & never open them. Since these scientists are smart, they can �gure out how to grow

food. Or not. I have had the �u two times in my life & both were miserable experiences: fever, chills,

sweats,sore throat, exhaustion, having to change the bed sheets because they were wet from sweating. I

lived, but it was miserable and way worse than a cold or my experience with COVID-19. That Dr. Kawaoka

is experimenting with the Spanish �u is horrifying.

For those looking for the saline content for the H2O2 solution, here is what I copied from Dr. Mercola a

long time ago: If you don’t have access to saline, you could make your own by mixing one teaspoon of

unprocessed salt (such as Himalayan salt, Celtic salt or Redmond’s real salt) into a pint of water. This will

give you a 0.9% saline solution, which is about the concentration found in body �uids. Using that saline,

you will then dilute the hydrogen peroxide as described in this chart.

 Posted On 04/11/2024

 

m231231

Will start in big time right around 1/21/25.  Another planned panic by the sheeple.  Buy mask stock.

 Posted On 04/11/2024

 

DJoy.G

PLEASE: lLook into John Ellis Water.

 Posted On 04/10/2024
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inner

The same manipulators of the cvscam are running this one. They already began setting the stage over a

year ago, with small alleged outbreaks of bird �u in various places. Then claims it spread to mammals. I

warned that it is likely the next scamdemic.

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

Ellesse

Hi all, this is unrelated to the present article, but I wanted to share it. I found out that when I take

niacinamide (50 mgs each time, up to 3 or 4x per day) I am able to absorb more magnesium, therefore,

preventing loose stools. When I get stomach aches like in diarrhea, I run to take the niacinamide and it

goes away pretty soon. This way I am able to take more than 1200 mgs of magnesium daily (I would say

even 2000 mgs). Another thing I take with it is D3 with K2, plus full fat sour cream, which by the way is

helping me lose midsection fat fast. The reason I need much magnesium is that I was given cipro�axin,

which depletes magnesium big time, precipitates diabetis type 2, and creates massive mitochondrial

dysfunction. I hope this helps. Take care.

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

Glastian

Think this might cast light on the real reason, thin edge of the wedge of you like; chickens now, beef and

lamb next, all eventually priced out of reach of Joe Public. www.youtube.com/watch

 Posted On 04/09/2024
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lma31439

Heard in the news today WHO announcing the incidense of bird �u, pretty sure making way for plandemic

before election in November.

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

zrog2000

Yet again, you will assume that the government is telling the truth about the existence of this nonsense,

while not believing anything else about it.

 Posted On 04/09/2024
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CandaceRemington

I want to thank you for all the things that you have shown throughout the years that are legitimate

treatments or prevention or just good health things/natural medicines/food itself You have always given

good advice and it works. What’s being talked about now is pretty scary. I hope and pray that we can just

make them stop through writing articles sending letters to the editor asking the newspapers to investigate

asking TV news to investigate and let it be people that are not really known well like myself I’m known

somewhat well, but not like you are. I think a lot of us should pray for you that you will not get no harm

from the evil people trying to do these things and that you will also be in good health and prosper and that

your wife will also be in good health and prosper.

I love her dearly and I’m sure she’s a strong person. I think all of us that have read your important

comments and books regularly over the decades way back when you’re up here up in a state just an few

away from New York State and Canada. We need to take this country back, but we don’t know how except

for praying and telling other people the truth, which most people don’t listen to the truth. They listen to

what makes them feel better or terri�es them ..

They need to listen that’s how we can help. By being kind by giving the truth. I think you’re probably the

man God would love to use as the best doctor in the United States because you always always come up

with the correct solution and you warn us ahead of time and encourage us to also reach out to others. Let

them see what you’ve written and explain to them why they should listen. God bless you and I hope your

life in good health and that you’re both enjoying your time together in a nice warm state. God bless you

both! Candace

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

gar7022

It's way past time that the pseudoscience of virology be disregarded, since its (virus) existence is

unproven. That, and the PCR test should never have been considered a scienti�cally valid test for

anything, since it is non-speci�c and with 90+% false positive results . Terrain Theory not only better

explains disease, it frees humanity from the fear-driven push for harmful vaccines and lockdowns. Please,

for the sake of humanity, it's time to wake up!

 Posted On 04/09/2024
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wareagle82

Great; more fear porn on the way, with the expectation of millions having been forgotten how they were

lied to during Covid and the public health ministry having done nothing to salvage its self-mutilated

reputation. In the end, we all suffer. No one will be able to take whatever the narrative is at face value,

partly because they'll see it as a narrative instead of facts as they are known. This will be exacerbated by

the demonstrated capacity of those disseminating the information to refuse to acknowledge or adjust to

changes in what is known. No doubt, a vaccine will be trotted out and its use will be demanded. Good luck

with that part.

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

hisgarness

Variant BS 24/7 is the real threat.  With the pharma hydra of investment �rms, foundations, large

corporations, major media and their puppet Governments it is a surety new life threatening global

diseases will manifest.  For the hydra this is ROI, ( return on investment ).

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

zrog2000

The only threat is the people in power.

 Posted On 04/09/2024
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kayceecat

You know this is really pissing me off! First off eggs are a big part of my diet and it's bad enough I have to

pay almost $3 a dozen as it is for eggs I am not paying $5 a dozen for eggs again been there done that.

Second we never had bird �u in my life until somewhere in the last 10 or 15 years and I'm getting tired of

these evil sons of bitches playing with things in the labs

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

zrog2000

Why do you believe the liars that a virus even exists? It doesn't have to exist for them to do exactly

what they are doing.

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

gib8492

The next very real and very deadly pandemic, just in time for the election. What a coincidence.

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

haroldlampasso

I used the peroxide nebulizer protocol w/ myself and my family. Worked great for my kids and wife when

we had Covid. As for me I had to take an oral steroid for the cough I could not get rid of. Other than that

we were all �ne. Members of my family got the shots and a couple of them have had Covid more than

once. We never had it again after we beat it naturally.

 Posted On 04/09/2024
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Sminkly

It is hard to believe how they work on another Fake Pandemie just to make more money.. But there is

enough stupid people got sick from the last Hoax who can’t Waite to get the nextIt sure is a gigantic

miracle that we defenders are all well and healthy and they are all sick.And still even though all know now

they been fooled on top to have ruined their good health forever.Let alone all these healthy young Athletes

around the world who have died of that poison and they had to have it because of travel. The biggest

SHAME is non of them Witchdoctors and scientists are responsible or admit it.AMEN

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

the5173

I would also add Manuka Honey to the nebulizer. I had a stubborn lung infection that antibiotics wouldn’t

heal. Between the peroxide, iodine and honey I am �nally kicking this cough.

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

HeySeuss

My observation is that authorities only lab test for a disease when it �rst appears. After that, once they've

decided that the disease is in the community, testing is fairly rare. Doctors diagnose only off symptoms.

But �u symptoms are pretty much the same, no matter the strain. No one is diagnosing with any degree of

certainty absent a lab test. It gets better. As we learned during covid, there aren't enough labs in the US to

test every patient. Somehow, in all of that, actual �u disappeared during the covid pandemic. Hmmm... No

matter. Just take the vaccine du jour and shut up.

 Posted On 04/09/2024
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zrog2000

And they have never even veri�ed scienti�cally that the tests work at all. They're testing for computer

generated DNA fragments that have not been proven to be in any virus that has never been isolated or

proven to cause disease. But for some reason, tons of people believe everything the government and

$cientists say until a certain point about viruses, tests and variants and then they believe nothing.

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

jdrose199

They will play and manipulate bird �u until it becomes a deadly plague just like they did with Covid I agree

with Guillermou this is Gates at his �nest again. You will eat bugs and be happy. People like Gates are evil

and have the devil living inside them. The question is how to stop them.

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

rplende

If they do, let us hope that it �nds its way to roost on the evil elitists heads and wipe them out.

 Posted On 04/09/2024

 

DamianTR

... p.s.  It does not matter for the �nal result if to assume the virus is real, as the result is "up to"/ "under"

(without a lower border). Zero Total would mean the virus does not exist

 Posted On 04/09/2024
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zrog2000

You should expand your thought process into whether the virus even exists, rather than assuming it

does and then all of a sudden use critical thinking after that point. Why does it have to exist because

they say so? When you believe that there is a new virus variant, you are believing the people who lie

about absolutely everything.

 Posted On 04/09/2024
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